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3D / sculpture
CEMENT VOTIVE
BIGFOOT
Grace Johnjulio
Reid Weber
I created these pieces by molding cement and imprinting 
lace trim around the bottom edge. Gold leaf was then 
hand-applied on the inner walls to create a charming 
glow. Twenty-four were manufactured for sale at 
Mercantile Home in Easton.
I have always been fascinated with the human structure, 
specifically hands. Whether reproducing them at much 
larger or smaller scale I love expressing the little details 
like when someone’s pinky is curved in like a broken-in 
baseball glove. Or the way my dad’s hands have been 
beaten up and molded from years of hard work. I used just 
sticks and plaster bandages to make this piece. I focused 
on keeping all parts to scale like the fingers to the bones 
in the hands to create what was an extremely large, 
gangly beast. I plan on putting this piece in the woods 
in hopes a squatch hunter might stumble across it. 
